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Abstract: According to the principles of simultaneous equilibrium and mass balance, a series of thermodynamic equilibrium 
equations of OH-NH-NH-OC-Cu 243

2
42

2 +−+  system at ambient temperature were deduced theoretically and the logarithm 
concentration versus pH value (lg[Cu2+]T—pH) diagrams at different solution compositions were drawn. The results show that when 
pH is below 5.0, copper ion reacts with −2

42OC  directly and the morphology of copper precursor powder is of pie-shape; when pH is 
above 5.0, copper ion coordinates with ammonia, and the precipitation proceeds slowly accompanying with the release of copper ions 
from the multi-coordinated +2

3)NH(Cu n (n =1, 2, ···, 5) and the morphologies of copper precursor powder are respectively of rod 
aggregation shape (when 5.0＜pH＜8.0) and of rod-shape (when pH＞8.0). Some experiments were performed to confirm the 
relation between the total concentration of copper ion and pH value. It is shown that the thermodynamic mathematical model is 
correct and the calculated values are basically accurate. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Ultrafine copper powder is a versatile material, and 
many applications have been found in industrial fields. 
Because of its good surface activity and electrical 
conductivity, copper powder is widely used as powder 
metallurgy material[1], friction and antifriction material 
[2−6], catalyst[7−9], conducting coat or film[10−14], 
electromagnetic shielding material[10], etc. 

The basic methods available for ultrafine copper 
powder preparation include gas-phase vapor method[15], 
electrolytic process[16], liquid phase reducing[17], and 
so on. ZHANG et al[18] reported that fibrous nickel 
powder was prepared by liquid phase precipitation and 
thermal decomposition method. Through a series of 
experiments, it was found that this method was also 
adapted to copper powder preparation. In contrast to the 
other methods, it is better for its simple process, low cost, 
controllable morphology and good quality of the 
products. For the method, once the powders are formed 
in the precipitation process, their basic characteristics, 
such as morphology, will be maintained. It is clear that 
the precipitation has great effects on the properties of the 
final products. ZHAN et al[19] have reported the thermo- 

dynamic analysis on the preparation of fibrous NiO 
precursor powders with oxalate precipitation process. 
But until now, there is no theoretical study on the 
thermodynamic analysis of Cu2+- -OC 2

42
− NH3- -NH4

+  
H2O system. So it is well worth paying more attention to 
theoretical research of precipitation process for preparing 
high quality copper powder. 

This research focuses on the thermodynamic 
equilibrium calculation on preparation of copper oxalate 
precursor powder. According to the principles of 
simultaneous equilibrium and mass balance, a series of 
thermodynamic equilibrium equations of Cu2+- -OC 2

42
−  

NH3- -NH4
+ H2O system at ambient temperature are 

deduced theoretically. By applying the results of 
thermodynamic calculation to guide the experiments, 
copper oxalate precursor powders with certain 
characteristics are produced. 
 
2 Thermodynamic calculation of Cu2+- 

-OC 2
42
− NH3-NH4

+-H2O system 
 
2.1 Principle of calculation 

In the system of Cu2+- -OC 2
42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O, 
there exist not only precipitation reactions, but also 
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coordination reactions. For the reaction of Cu2+ with 
,OC 2

42
−  it can be expressed as 

 
−+ + 2

42
2 OCCu = )s(OCuC 42  

Ksp(CuC2O4(s))= ]OC][Cu[ 2
42

2 −+                 (1) 
 

For the reaction of Cu2+ with OH−, 
 

Cu2++2OH−=Cu(OH)2(s) 

Ksp(Cu(OH)2(s))=[Cu2+][OH−]2                 (2) 
 

Therefore, the practical concentration of free Cu2+ 
in the solution is deduced: 
 

}]OH/[))s(Cu(OH)(

],OC/[))s(OCuC(min{]Cu[
2

2sp

2
4242sp

2

−

−+ =

K

K
 

 
2.2 Thermodynamic data and equilibrium equations 

In the system of Cu2+- -OC 2
42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O, 
the main chemical reactions are involved in the 
coordination of Cu2+ with ammonia and ,OC 2

42
−  

hydrolysis of Cu2+, compounding of Cu2+ with ,OC 2
42
−  

and dissociation of weak acids and alkaline. The relevant 
reactions are listed in Table 1. For a certain precipitation 
process in the solution, the variables such as temperature, 
pressure are usually constant, so in the present study, the 
diagrams of lg[Cu2+]T vs pH at different solution 
compositions are drawn for further discussion. 
 
Table 1 Equilibrium equations and constants of Cu2+- -OC 2

42
−  

NH3- -NH 4
+ H2O system (T=298 K)[20] 

No. Equation lg K 

1 H2C2O4= −
42OHC +H+ −1.27 

2 −
42OHC = −2

42OC +H+ −4.27 

3 CuC2O4(s)=Cu2++ −2
42OC  −7.64 

4 Cu(OH)+=Cu2++OH− −7.0 

5 Cu(OH)2=Cu2++2OH− −13.68 

6 Cu(OH)2(s)=Cu2++2OH− −19.66 

7 −
3Cu(OH) =Cu2++3OH− −17.0 

8 −2
4Cu(OH) =Cu2++4OH− −18.5 

9 +
4NH =NH3+H+ −9.24 

10 H2O=OH−+H+ −14.00 

11 +2
3 )NH(Cu =Cu 2++NH3 −4.31 

12 +2
23)Cu(NH = Cu 2+ + 2NH3 −7.98 

13 +2
33)Cu(NH =Cu 2++3NH3 −11.02 

14 +2
43 )Cu(NH =Cu2++4NH3 −13.32 

15 +2
53)Cu(NH =Cu2++5NH3 −12.86 

2.3 Mathematical model of lg[Cu2+]T vs pH value 
Based on the principles of simultaneous equilibrium 

and mass balance, the mathematical models of lg[Cu2+]T 
vs pH value at different solution compositions are 
deduced. Here, [Cu2+], [Cu2+]T, [N]T, and [C]T stand for 
the free concentration of Cu2+, the total concentration of 
Cu2+, the total concentration of ammonia, and the total 
concentration of ,OC 2

42
− respectively. 

The total concentration of coordination of Cu2+ with 
ammonia is expressed as [CuNH3]T in solution: 
 

[CuNH3]T=[Cu(NH3)2+]+ ])NH(Cu[ 2
23
+ + ])NH(Cu[ 2

33
+ + 

])NH(Cu[ 2
43
+ + ])NH(Cu[ 2

53
+ = 

[Cu2+](104.31[NH3]+107.98[NH3]2+ 

1011.02[NH3]3+1013.32[NH3]4+1012.86[NH3]5) 

 (4) 
 
The total concentration of coordination of Cu2+ with 

OH− is expressed as [CuOH]T in solution: 
 
[CuOH]T=[Cu(OH)+]+[Cu(OH)2(aq.)]+ ])OH(Cu[ 3

− + 

])OH(Cu[ 2
4
− = 

[Cu2+](10pH−7.0+102pH−14.32+103pH−25.0+104pH−37.5) 
(5) 

 
Thus, the expressions of the total concentrations of 

,OC 2
42
− NH3, Cu2+, namely [C]T, [N]T, [Cu2+]T can be 

obtained by: 
 

[C]T= ]OC[ 2
42
− + ]OHC[ 42

− +[H2C2O4]= 

]OC[ 2
42
− (1+104.27−pH+105.54−2pH)             (6) 

[N]T=[NH3]+ ]NH[ 4
+ +[Cu(NH3)2+]+ ])NH(Cu[2 2

23
+ + 

])NH(Cu[3 2
33
+ + ])NH(Cu[4 2

43
+ + ])NH(Cu[5 2

53
+ = 

[NH3](1+109.24−pH+104.31[Cu2+]+2×107.98[Cu2+][NH3]+ 

3×1011.02[Cu2+][NH3]2+4×1013.32[Cu2+][NH3]3+ 

5×1012.86[Cu2+][NH3]4)                  (7) 

[Cu2+]T=[Cu2+]+[CuOH]T+[CuNH3]T= 

[Cu2+](1+10pH−7.0+102pH−14.32+103pH−25.0+ 

104pH−37.5 + 104.31[NH3]+107.98[NH3]2+ 

1011.02[NH3]3+1013.32[NH3]4+1012.86[NH3]5) 

 (8) 
 
3 Calculated results and discussion 

 
The relations among the seven variables of [Cu2+]T, 

[Cu2+], [N]T, [NH3], [C]T, ]OC[ 2
42
−  and pH are 

confined by Eqns.(3)−(8). For given values of [C]T and 

(3)
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[N]T at a certain pH value, other variables can be 
obtained from the above mentioned simultaneous 
equations by the computer program compiled by 
ourselves. The calculation results are plotted in Figs.1−4. 

Fig.1 shows the lg[Cu2+]T—pH curves for Cu2+- 
-OC 2

42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O system (T=298 K) at different 
total concentrations of ammonia with [C]T being 0.4 
mol/L. When pH is less than 4.0, the total concentration 
of copper ions in the solution, namely [Cu2+]T decreases 
with pH increasing. When pH value ranges from 4.0 to 
5.0, [Cu2+]T almost reaches the minimum value. In the 
pH range of 5.0−8.0, the total concentration of copper 
ions in the solution increases sharply with pH increasing 
due to the strong coordination of copper ions with 
ammonia. The higher the concentration of ammonia in 
the solution is, the higher the [Cu2+]T value in the 
solution is. Then [Cu2+]T almost keeps constant at the 
maximum value when 8.0＜pH＜10.5. When pH is 
larger than 10.5, [Cu2+]T decreases again because copper 
ammonia compound will dissociate to copper ions under 
such high alkaline condition and copper ions precipitate 
from the solution, which leads to the decrease of total 
concentration of copper ions in the solution. 
 

 
Fig.1 lg[Cu2+]T—pH curves for Cu2+- -OC 2

42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O 
system at different total concentrations of ammonia (T = 298K) 
 

Fig.2 shows the lg[Cu2+]T—pH curves for 
Cu2+- -OC 2

42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O system at different total 
concentrations of −2

42OC  (T=298 K) with [N]T being 
1.0 mol/L. The results show that the total concentration 
of Cu2+ in the solution decreases with the increasing of 
the total concentration of .OC 2

42
−  That’s because the 

degree of precipitation of Cu2+ with −2
42OC  is much 

complete. When pH ＜ 8, the effects of the total 
concentration of C2O4

2- are more obvious than that when 
pH＞8. Therefore, the total concentration of −2

42OC  in 
the precipitated range of pH value should be considered 
in experiments. In order to reduce the total concentration 
of copper ions in the filtrate, the concentration of 

−2
42OC  is as 1.1 times as the concentration of copper  

 

 
Fig.2 lg[Cu2+]T—pH curves for Cu2+- -OC 2

42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O 
system at different total concentrations of −2

42OC (T=298 K) 
 
ions in the solution. 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the lgC—pH curves for each 
copper species and copper ammonia species in solution 
system (T=298 K), respectively. From Fig.3, it can be 
found that free copper ions are dominant in the solution 
when pH is less than 5.0. When 5.0＜pH＜8.0, the 
concentration of free copper ions decreases with the 
concentration of ammonia increasing and most of the 
copper ions coordinate with the ammonia as the different 
complex in solution. At the same time, the concentration 
of copper hydroxide compounds increases gradually with 
pH increasing. It should be noted that the total 
concentration of copper species in the solution increases 
and reaches the maximum value due to the concentration 
of copper ammonia complex. When pH ＞ 8.0, the 
concentration of copper hydroxide compounds and 
copper ammonia complex plays important roles on the 
total concentration of copper ions. Fig.4 indicates the 
change trends of concentration of different copper 
ammonia compounds, which further illuminates the result 
 

 
Fig.3 lgC—pH curves for each copper species in Cu2+- 

-OC 2
42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O system under [N]T=1.0 mol/L and 
[C]T = 0.4 mol/L conditions (T=298 K) 
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Fig.4 lgC—pH curves for copper ammonia species in Cu2+- 

-OC 2
42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O system under [N]T=1.0 mol/L and 
[C]T=0.4 mol/L conditions (T=298 K) 
 
of the above figures. 
 
4 Experimental results and discussion 
 

The reagents used in the experiment, including 
CuCl2·2H2O, NH3·H2O, ethanol, oxalic acid were all 
analytically pure and used without further purification. 
All the solutions were prepared by distilled water. Firstly, 
100 mL H2C2O4 (0.2−1.0 mol/L) solution and 100 mL 
CuCl2 solution were both heated to certain temperature 
between 30 and 80 , and then, the latter was dripped ℃

into the former at the rate of 3.0 mL/min. During the 
precipitation reaction, the suspension was kept at 
constant temperature, constant pH value and constant 
stirring speed. The suspension was stirred for 1 h after 
the reagent addition. Finally, the produced precipitation, 
so called precursor, was washed with distilled water and 
alcohol for several times to remove the possible adsorbed 
ions, and then dried in vacuum box at 100−120 .℃  

In the previous experiments, it was found that the 
morphology of the precipitated powder changed greatly 
as pH was around 5.0 or 8.0. Here, the corresponding 
relationship between the morphology of the precipitated 
powders and pH value based on the experimental and 
theoretical results is shown in Fig.5. From Fig.5, it can 
be seen that when pH is below 5.0, the pie-shape 
particles are obtained; however, when pH is between 5.0 
and 8.0, the rod aggregation shape particles are produced; 
furthermore, when pH is above 8.0, rod-shape particles 
are yielded. This can probably attribute to the rise of free 
ammonia amount combined with copper oxalate in 
solution when pH value varies from 0 to 12. It is 
indicated from Fig.4 that the concentration of free 
ammonia, as well as various copper ammonia complexes 
increases gradually with the rise of pH value. As a result, 
the process of particle nucleation and growth is distinct 

 

 

Fig.5 Relationship between morphology of precipitated 
particles and corresponding formation conditions in solution of 
Cu2+- -OC 2

42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O system 
 
and diverse morphologies of powder are obtained at 
different pH values. Undoubtedly, the different solution 
composition leads to the formation of these three kinds 
of particles with different shapes. In order to obtain 
certain copper precursor powders, the pH value should 
be adjusted to the corresponding range during the 
experimental process. 

Fig.6 shows lg[Cu2+]T—pH curve of confirmation 
experiment. By considering the influence of metallic 
impurity in the process of pH controlling, ammonia is 
used as pH controlling agent instead of sodium 
hydroxide. And when pH value is more than 10.0, due to 
the effect of large amount of ammonia added to control 
pH, there is almost no precipitation in solution. So 
lg[Cu2+]T—pH curve is drawn only in the pH range of 
2−9. From Fig.6, it can be seen that the changing trend of 
the total concentration of metal ions is in accordance 
with the theoretical curves, but the experimental values 
are slightly larger than theoretically calculated values in 
the pH range of 2.0−9.0. One of the main reasons is the 
influence of pH controlling agent, ammonia, which leads 
to more free copper ions combined with free ammonia in 
solution. Furthermore, during the theoretical calculation, 
all used constants are deduced at ambient temperature 
while the experiments are carried out at reaction 
temperature of 323 K. Finally, the complex reaction of 
Cu2+ ion and −2

42OC  ion is not concerned in the 
theoretical calculation. According to Fig.6, when pH 
value is less than 5.5, [Cu2+]T decreases gradually; when 
pH value is about 5.5, the total concentration of copper 
ions in solution reaches the minimum, namely, the 
precipitation rate of copper ions is the maximum; when 
pH value is higher than 5.5, the total concentration of 
copper ions in solutions increases gradually; at the  
same time, when pH value is higher than 9.0, copper ion 
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Fig.6 lg[Cu2+]T—pH curves of confirmation experiment 
( =−

T
2
42 ]OC[ 0.4 mol/L; [NH3]T=4.0 mol/ L; T=323 K) 

 
concentration in filtrate is too high and precipitation of 
copper ions is incomplete. 
 
5 Conclusions 
 

1) Based on the principles of simultaneous 
equilibrium and mass balance, a series of thermodynamic 
equilibrium equations of the complex system of 
Cu2+- -OC 2

42
− NH3- -NH4

+ H2O at ambient temperature 
are deduced theoretically and the relationship between 
lg[Me2+]T and pH at different solution compositions is 
established quantitatively in precipitation process. 

2) The theoretical calculation and experimental 
results show that, when pH value in solution is less than 
5.0, free Cu2+ is the dominant metal ion in the solution, 
leading to the formation of pie-shape precursor; while 
pH value is larger than 5.0, most of the copper ions 
coordinate with the ammonia as the complex in the 
solution, which leads to the formation of rod aggregation 
shape precursor (when 5.0＜pH＜8.0) and rod-shape 
precursor (when pH＞8.0) respectively. 

3) The confirmation experiments are carried out and 
the experimental results basically agree with the 
theoretical analysis. 
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